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Digging After the Rock Man: A Prefatory Essay
It began the day I got married in Ball Ground, Georgia. A friend who had never been to
the tiny North Georgia town asked about the weird looking locked storefronts and the parking
lot stacked high with marble that he’d passed as he came into town. We were standing just
outside the historic Hendrix House, former home of the Hendrix family who owned the Coca‐
Cola bottling plant in the once prosperous town and now a place for weddings and receptions.
Happy of the chance to divert my mind from the impending life‐altering event set to take place
that afternoon, I smiled and considered how to offer a quick version of Oscar “The Rock Man”
Robertson’s life and legacy. After consulting with several of my friends who were also lifelong
Cherokee County residents and hence initiated into a bit of the legend of the Rock Man, we
were able to piece together a cursory account of the stores and a few of Robertson’s better
known stories.
Before I nervously returned my attention to the rest of my life, set to begin in a few
short minutes, I thought about the account we’d just offered my inquiring friend and the lack of
substantial truth that must have haunted its overall credibility. We really didn’t know much at all
about Oscar Robertson. He was rich. He loved gems and minerals. He was most likely crazy. I
couldn’t help but be a bit disappointed at what we could offer in way of explanation. We’d just
rehashed the same stories that had come to us in much the same manner, retold and
embellished time and time again.
The following summer, I was sitting in Dr. Margaret Walters’ creative nonfiction class
entitled “Writing the Biography.” Starting my second year in the MAPW program, I was
fascinated by the idea of attempting to capture someone’s life in print. At the outset of the
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course, Dr. Walters took some time to describe her latest biographical project, a biography of
Liliane Kaufmann, the wife of Pittsburgh’s wealthy E.J. Kaufmann and an inhabitant of Frank
Lloyd Wright’s masterpiece home, Fallingwater. Her descriptions of the search for the story and
the sheer volume of research involved both frightened and intrigued me. She described the
fascinating twists and turns that her reading had taken, leading her into the world of Mexican
art and politics. She described the difficult and often slippery process of interviewing living
sources and trying to extract a story from the often inconsistent and conflicting stories that her
interview subjects would give. She made it sound exceedingly difficult, to say the least, but I
couldn’t help but remain interested in the story she was finding.
Rendering such a story, the real story of a person’s life, took on a special significance to
me. The quest to capture, interpret, and represent an actual life seemed to be the ultimate
writing task, one that would truly require any writer to combine the numerous skills and talents
that good writers would have to posses. Perhaps this biography thing would be a way for me to
combine my knack for research and the skills I’d been learning while studying Composition and
Rhetoric with my desire to write creatively. I would test my mettle against what seemed to be
one of the most difficult modes of writing to excel in.
When it came time for us to choose our own biographical topics, I’d already decided
that I would chase the story of the Rock Man, and from that summer course eventually grew my
Capstone project.
When setting out to write a biography of the infamous Oscar “The Rock Man” Robertson
of Ball Ground, GA, I knew that I would have plenty of material about his later life, as I grew up
hearing the colorful tales that followed him wherever he went. Oscar’s last twenty‐five years
were my first twenty‐five, and by the time I was aware of him, his presence in the sleepy town
of Ball Ground was legendary, to say the least. Public opinion of the Rock Man was always
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divided; many saw him as an ill‐tempered old grouch, irrationally opposed to the inevitable
march of progress that was on its way to Cherokee County, yet others lauded him as a champion
of the anti‐progress movement and considered him a local treasure, albeit it a decidedly
eccentric and crotchety treasure.
I’d heard the story of him paying years worth of back taxes in cash out of one his rock
shops. I’d heard figures of what he paid ranging anywhere from 50,000 to 6,000,000 dollars. I’d
heard he paid in one dollar bills. I’d heard he paid in hundred dollar bills. I’d heard he paid in
pennies. Until I undertook this project, it didn’t matter to me, much, what the details were. I
was fairly content knowing the basic bones of the story and actually reveled in the fact that each
person seemed to add his or her distinct flair to the legend.
After deciding to actually write about the Rock Man, however, my opinion on the status
of his legends has changed a bit. I’ve found that while everyone has a small collection of crazy
“Rock Man Stories,” those with knowledge of the other aspects of his life have been harder to
come by. In a small Southern town where the norm is to know everyone else’s business at least
as well or better than you know your own, it has been a bit surprising to me that most people’s
knowledge of the Rock Man is limited to the legend. All of a sudden, I found myself tapping my
foot and forcing a respectful grin as yet another Ball Ground resident told me of the time that
Oscar paid the IRS or shooed somebody away from the window of his shop or took on his self
invented enemies at City Hall.
In short, I became very interested in finding out a much more complete story of the man
behind the myth. Though the legends and stories of the Rock Man’s odd exploits are fascinating
and will figure heavily in the book, I absolutely must paint him as a human being if the book is to
have any real relevance. I want to follow renowned biographer and biographical theorist Nigel
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Hamilton’s idea about biography that “The aim is not to denigrate, but to remind ourselves that
we are all, in the end, only human.”
Though Hamilton speaks more about adding in the stories about a great person’s life
that might make them seem less great to the audience, I’ll have to do the opposite. My job will
be to find something that the reader can identify with in the Rock Man’s life so that he becomes
a more admirable human being, not just a strange, ornery, often unlikable figure.
I set out to begin the writing of the manuscript, and I ran into my first obstacle almost
immediately. My plans for a birth to death account of Robertson’s life were thwarted, at least
for the time being, by his daughters and their decision not to be involved with any sort of writing
about their father. They respectfully declined, citing unfinished business with their father’s
estate (four years after his death) as their reason and basically told me to ask again in a few
years.
As it turns out, my research and journey into Robertson’s life has proven so interesting
and complex that it will probably be a few years until I’m ready to piece together his early life
anyway. I knew that undertaking a biography would be time consuming and that I’d need to be
very flexible in my approach, but I was still unprepared for the twists and turns that my search
might take.
The refusal to cooperate, at least for the time being, from Robertson’s family dealt a
serious blow to my idea for the project, to say the least, and I nearly abandoned it out an utter
lack of source material. I’d exhausted the newspaper accounts of Robertson’s life, most of which
focused on and perpetuated many of the legends from his later life, and my whole idea for the
book revolved around the idea of creating a more balanced view of Robertson’s life and legacy. I
needed the story of his childhood and beginnings from those who knew it best, and their lack of
cooperation baffled me.
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A bit worried about how to salvage my now seemingly defunct idea for a capstone
project, I consulted my committee, Drs. Margaret Walters and Mary Lou Odom. Thankfully, their
expertise steered me toward the book idea that I’m now working on, an idea that will produce a
far more interesting and readable book. I first set out to produce what I’ll call (for lack of a
better term of course) a “straight up” biography of Oscar Robertson. I was to collect facts and
recollections from his family, friends, and fellow Ball Ground residents throughout his life in
order to tell a birth to death story of the local legend. As such, lacking the cooperation of his
family, my project was going to have to change.
A flurry of emails ensued between me and my committee, and eventually Dr. Walters
suggested a book she’d been reading for her project about Liliane Kaufmann as something I
might look into. The book, Shadows on a Wall: Juan O’Gorman and the Mural in Patzcuaro by
Hilary Masters, proved to be a turning point for my project. Written as what the publisher calls
an “art biography,” the book sets out to tell the story of the stunning and original mural
produced in Patzcuaro by Juan O’Gorman, friend and contemporary of Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo,
and an important member of the influential Mexican art world during the mid‐twentieth
century. Interestingly enough, Masters’s account of O’Gorman’s life and work takes him to
Pittsburgh, home of the Kaufmanns, explaining the reason for Dr. Walters’s interest in the book.
Dr. Walters suggested the book to me, not for its content per se, as O’Gorman’s story
has nothing to do with my subject, but for its style. Hilary Masters, it turns out, ran into many of
the problems that I would encounter when attempting biography: lack of written accounts,
more hearsay than hard evidence, a general dearth of verifiable facts. His response, in contrast
to my desire to abandon the project, was to let his reader know upfront that he would be
inventing a great deal of the book, based as closely as he could on fact, in order to create a
suitable story. Admitting to the role of being a “burglar,” forced to “make up circumstances and
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rooms and the images that move within them as [he] pilfer[s] a history that does not belong to
[him],” Masters embraces the often shadowy details of his subject and invents scenes that may
or may not have happened in order to present his story. Constantly noting the inadequacy of his
invented scenes allows Masters to remind his reader of when he lacks hard evidence, but these
invented scenes allow him to paint a much fuller and more readable picture, the epitome of
what might be called good creative nonfiction.
As I read his book, I was immediately struck by the idea that I could do something
similar with my project. Long a fan of fiction and creative writing, I decided to blend genres a bit
in order to shore up some of the holes that I would be inevitably left with in any “straight”
biography of Oscar Robertson. With the blessing of Drs. Walters and Odom, I set to work on
planning a new way to write my book.
Thankfully I was then enrolled in Tony Grooms’s short fiction class, and our discussions
of point of view and distance in short fiction led me to my idea for the book. Mr. Grooms had
our class look into Ernest Hemingway’s “interchapters” from this landmark short story collection
In Our Time, and our discussion of how the short, creative mini‐stories served as connective
tissue for the entire collection proved to be my epiphany. I was immediately reminded of the
“interchapters” in The Grapes of Wrath and that I’d always admired how the short scenes had
enriched the larger narrative. I was reminded of the humorous, short stories about Rick Bragg’s
new stepson that are interspersed with the biography of Rick Bragg’s father in The Prince of
Frogtown. These works all use short, creatively rendered stories and anecdotes to break up the
larger narrative. Furthermore, these writers often use the short pieces to make many of the
more subtle thematic statements. I could do that, I was sure, and so my book plan was born.
I would write my “straight” biography of Robertson, focusing on the parts I could write
without the input from his family. I would then lift a bit of the technique of Masters,
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Hemingway, Steinbeck, and Bragg and create short stories to act as connective tissue for the
larger narrative of Robertson’s life. The stories would grow from my research: a snippet of an
interview with a Ball Ground resident, a line from a newspaper account, one of the many
legends that had always clung to Robertson. It would be a way to mix the legend with the facts
in a way that would be more natural and far more interesting than constantly bombarding my
reader with “according to local legend” before I dealt with the numerous myths about the
infamous Rock Man.
These “interchapters” would allow me to preview the upcoming chapter about
Robertson’s life, examine the nature of gossip and legend in a small Southern town, paint the
details of Ball Ground, and sometimes insert my own interpretation of what must have driven
Robertson without having any sort of hard evidence with which to support my idea. I could
effectively have the best of both creative writing and biography, and I could proceed without
input from the family (though I will need to work with them eventually if I am to finish this book
according to the current plan).
I would be in essence be producing what Michael Holroyd, biographer and biography
scholar, so aptly calls “cross border trading” between the worlds of the history and the novel.
He argues that a “vital literature” must include this interchange of ideas and techniques
between the often overly academic fields such as history and fiction. The biographer, which he
describes as being “free to roam wherever his instinct takes him” can bring that vitality that
often falls through the cracks in the worlds of history and literature.
The capstone project that you now see before you is the result of my roaming as a
biographer in order to chronicle the life and legacy of Oscar Robertson and the town of Ball
Ground. I’ve written parts of the “straight” biography, focusing first on the history of Ball
Ground and then skipping far ahead to some of the events from Robertson’s later life. I have
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also written several of the shorter, creative “interchapters” that correspond with chapters in the
larger narrative (both written and unwritten).
The process has been long and arduous yet has remained utterly fascinating throughout.
I’ve interviewed librarians, a city clerk, my grandparents, and the mayor of Ball Ground, and
have struck up casual conversations with countless people from Ball Ground and the rest of
Cherokee County. I’ve read newspaper articles, blogs, mineral textbooks, county histories, and
books on a number of topics ranging from the craft of writing biography to the life of Andrew
Jackson to a book about mid‐twentieth century medical quacks. I’ve scoured the internet for
histories of the railroad, the marble industry, and the Indian populations of North Georgia. I’ve
pored over handwritten primary documents written by Robertson himself. I knew that a
biography would entail a great deal of research, but I remain struck by how each source I locate
and examine leads me to new sources and paths that I must follow.
After the research, which of course continues to this moment, was the process of
writing the manuscript. Far from the glamorous conception of sitting down and just letting the
story take me where it wanted to go, I hunkered down over my keyboard and pounded through
a seemingly endless series of outlines and plans before even starting my first chapter. Then
came the always puzzling drafting stage. I’ve always been amazed at the fits and starts in my
own writing process, and this project was no different for me. At times I would slog through a
two hour writing session and have a page and a half to show for it, ultimately scrapping that
meager page anyway after deeming it unfocused and unsuitable. At other times, thankfully, I
would write like a man on fire, capturing my ideas on the screen with seeming ease. Of course
the feeling of good writing doesn’t always equate with actual good writing, but at least I was
able to get the words down.
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Thankfully, I’d listened and learned in my MAPW classes as each professor touted the
process of careful revision, so I was able to write my first drafts and then dramatically improve
them based on the feedback from Drs. Walters and Odom. Fresh eyes and reading sensibilities
always help alert a writer to problems with content and style, and I was able to take my
committee’s suggestions to heart and dramatically improve the strength of my content and the
readability of my prose.
This project, fittingly the culmination of my work in the Masters of Professional
Program, has truly marked a breakthrough in my development as a writer. I have always been a
decent expository writer, reasonably fluent in the language of academic discourse and able to
generate an endless supply of adequately researched, utterly boring essays on whatever subject
could be covered in six to fifteen pages. I also have long dabbled with fiction and poetry, able to
write well at times but usually doomed to writing pieces that achieve a certain level of
cleverness or humor but lack any real significance.
This project has forced me to put the lessons from my all of my coursework into more
authentic practice. I’ve had to make explicit decisions about how to proceed, constantly aware
of the writing process and its steps. I’ve had to constantly sharpen and hone my style with both
my creative writing and my expository writing. I’ve had to use the research skills I’ve practiced in
each of my courses to most effectively delve into the story of a life, the story of a real human
being. No longer writing for a grade or writing to satisfy a requirement, I’ve been forced to view
each line as being a sacred part of a sacred mission. This type of writing, I must admit, is a far cry
from cranking out literacy narratives and researched arguments about theories, but without
that base, I’m sure I wouldn’t be equipped to take on the task of writing a biography. As I
proceed, I feel for the first time like I am truly a writer, not just a student in a writing program.
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Combining all the techniques, skills, and processes of a real writer both terrifies and invigorates
me, and I feel ready to continue the seemingly Sisyphean task of actually completing a book.
I couldn’t have imagined where my search for the story of the Rock Man would take me
as I stood in his hometown on my wedding day almost two years ago. Not yet aware that
scratching the surface of Oscar Robertson’s legend for an inquisitive friend would lead to the
attempted excavation of complex man’s life and legacy, I nevertheless had always been aware
that his story had to be a good one. Standing there on that fine day, I was surrounded by visual
reminders of Robertson’s life and influence: the locked storefront windows packed full with
beads, gems, geodes, and statues, the stacked marble, the quiet, nearly vacant main
thoroughfare of a town that seemed a throwback to some bygone era.
I was also, I would come to find out, surrounded with history. My digging for facts and
truths about the Rock Man has led me to deeper understanding about the history of my home
county, my state, and my country. I wouldn’t have dreamed of making a connection between
Robertson and Andrew Jackson, nor did I ever think that I’d be writing a vignette from the point
of view of armored truck driver who misses his family. Both of these came to pass in the writing
of this manuscript, however. I hope the writing I’ve done in my attempts to unearth some bit,
however tiny, of truth about Oscar “The Rock Man” Robertson will be enlightening to my
readers. Samuel Johnson once praised biography as being able to, “enchain the heart by
irresistible interest,” and it is my hope is that my writing will do just that and present a story
worth telling, a story worth reading.
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Prologue

From the top of the hill looking down, standing at the intersection of Old Canton Road
and Gilmer’s Ferry Road, most people would think that downtown Ball Ground, GA, looks like
any other small southern town. Brick buildings line the street and signs for restaurants, a florist,
and a doctor’s office lead the eye down to the railroad crossing that neatly divides the main
thoroughfare in two. The far end of downtown proper remains clearly in sight as the tree‐lined
road curves southward towards other small communities with names like Free Home,
Birmingham, and Crabapple.
Those who are nostalgic might close their eyes and hear the creaking of rocking chairs
on front porches, smell the scent of night jasmine reminiscent of a stroll with a first love, search
their memories for the faces they remember from their youths–faces perhaps sprinkled with
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freckles, dripping watermelon juice and smiles. Those who lack such a well‐defined sense of
nostalgia—but understand the lucrative nature of catering to those who long for the good old
days—see an untapped resource, something rare in today’s world: an unspoiled little town that
could be kept in its seemingly pristine state (perhaps yielding a tidy profit for whomever was
able to preserve those rosy, bygone days).
As folks descend the hill, however, it becomes apparent that this seemingly quaint little
town is a bit, well, off. Those longing for yesteryear, expecting, perhaps, antique shops and dime
stores, are disappointed as they stroll downward, peering into the windows of the brick and
marble fronted buildings. Similarly disappointed are the would‐be developers; hoping for “for
rent” and “commercial space available” signs, they stare in amazement at what the buildings
seem to offer.
Whatever they may expect, those strolling Ball Ground’s main thoroughfare find almost
half of the windows full of marble, gemstones, granite, jewelry, and exotic sculptures ranging
from Buddhas to Native American busts. Most windows don’t have signs, aside from those that
warn against trespassers or proclaim that there is no admittance. The doors are locked and
chained. Cupping their hands to see better into the cavernous “shops,” as they’re called, curious
onlookers see table after table loaded to absolute maximum capacity with seemingly
disorganized stones, crystals, and minerals. Bead necklaces hang in the front windows. Geodes,
both broken in half (revealing the beautiful, multi‐colored crystal structures inside) and whole
(reminiscent of rock baseballs), lean against blocks of granite and squares of white and pink
marble.
Moving further down the street, past still more rock shops, wayfarers notice a few less
threatening signs, though nothing nearly so inviting as “Come on in,” or even “Open for
Business.” One sign, the only of its kind, pronounces in bold, black letters that someone has
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“Land for Sale.” Another offers “Staurolite Minerals and Mines,” apparently offering to set up
“Diggings” for Georgia’s official state mineral. Onlookers would never know what Staurolite was,
however, peering through windows where a rare fairy cross (the common name for Staurolite)
might be hiding on a roughly hewn table with a handful of arrowheads, a block of uncut marble,
a granite tablet hand painted with some wisdom from St. Augustine, and a stack of oil pumps
that would fit a 1951 Studebaker. Losing interest after a minute or two of straining to see
through the glass, most explorers move on, proceeding slowly down the hill, puzzling over just
what in those shops could be treasure and what could be junk.
As they cross the railroad tracks, the now very curious travelers see the side lots. Several
of the shops extend into lots of up to about a half acre that house whopping stacks of marble,
granite, and various other minerals and rocks. Far from the orderly appearance of a landscape
supply store, where a stack of marble would probably consist of pieces that are the same size
and color, marked with prices and quantities in stock, these lots seem to employ little rhyme or
reason. Round, square, rectangles, pentagons, large, small, thick, thin, the marble looks as if it
was placed there under duress long ago and then abandoned, the haphazard piles revealing
nothing in the way of design or intent. Someone with a bit of knowledge of the history of North
Georgia would remember that this area was heavily involved in the marble business at one time,
but these lots and their imposing, improvised monoliths suggest nothing of a vigorous industry
at work in the town.
By the time they reach the Yamaha Golf Car Shop, the first building in what seems like
forever that is not stacked to the brim with rocks, they are almost out of town, and the curious
Ball Ground wayfarers are almost always full of questions as to just why this little town looks so
much different than they might have expected it to look at first glance. Sensing either a pleasant
throwback to a simpler, slower pace of life or envisioning tidy, planned progress and a requisite
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jump in property value and contracting revenues, most people stare back up the hill to where
they began their stroll and simply cannot make sense of what they see.
It would probably be surprising to most folks that the story of why Ball Ground looks the
way it does really comes down to just one man. Ball Ground residents, whether they’ve been
there for a year or for a lifetime, are glad to begin to piece the story together for newcomers,
each adding his or her own little bit of history, personal experience, myth, legend, and/or gossip
to the tale. Their stories all involve perhaps one of the most famous, or infamous as the case
may be, residents of Ball Ground, one whose given name was almost always forgone for the
much more apt nickname he eventually had embroidered on his baseball caps: The Rock Man.
Just about everyone has a few stories about Oscar Robertson, and they’re the kind of
stories that are told best in their loosest and most organic form, most of them passed on with a
slice of peach pie during a summer picnic, or retold over a cup of coffee on a back porch, or
perhaps recounted with gusto over a beer by a campfire and punctuated with what seems to be
the fitting benediction to most Rock Man stories: “he sure was a crazy old sombitch…”.
The stories themselves make for interesting conversation, but instead of converging into
a beautiful arrangement, each stone buffed, gleaming, and intentionally placed to produce a
work of art, they remain rough and unpolished, mined from the Ball Ground soil but left
untended and raw. The stories include treasure, guns, gems, back‐taxes, oil, Nazis, millions of
dollars in cash, diamonds, marble, land deals, arson and just about anything else that would
seem too sensational to be a part of any explanation as to why downtown Ball Ground contains
so many rocks of all shapes and sizes, but the stories often fail to tell the real story of the man
who is at the center of them all.
Though just about anyone will tell the story of the time the Rock Man owed about three
million dollars in back taxes and the IRS sent armed guards and an armored car to collect, when
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asked about his childhood or beginnings as a local legend, most folks look into the distance,
searching their memories, come up empty, and launch into yet another story of the Rock Man’s
late‐life eccentricity. “I’m not too sure about that,” they say, “But did ya hear about the time he
come in to the bank with a coffee‐ can fulla what looked like oil…”
Telling the story of Oscar “The Rock Man” Robertson becomes an attempt to mine the
North Georgia soil, sifting through the pebbles, rocks, and gems of stories surrounding him with
a fine net to sift through and separate the valuable from the rest. Attempting to turn his life into
a piece of jewelry to be sold at Tiffany’s or Sotheby’s would be foolish, of course, but careful,
attentive delving into his life beyond the myths and legends leads to something new, something
that, when viewed whole, will reveal something more cohesive, something that makes sense
when taken in at the correct distance, something striking and real.
In order to capture this life on paper, certain fictions have been created to supplement
the facts. Just as there were always as many outlandish rumors about Robertson as there were
verifiable pieces of information, this book will contain invented scenes and scenarios based
loosely on events from Oscar Robertson’s life. These inventions, a necessary evil committed in
order to fill gaps that inevitably remain after exhausting the factual accounts of a lifelong loner’s
life, will appear in italics before chapters that contain some element of what the stories attempt
to capture. Based in fact, born from tiny kernels unearthed by the author in his research, these
italicized snippets remain the author’s invention alone and should be viewed accordingly. An
attempt at portraying how it must have felt to be present at key times in the Rock Man’s life,
these sections and their speculations and insights are meant to supplement to factual accounts
of Robertson’s story.
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That story, the real one, begins with a three year‐old who, unlike most other boys his
age, was much more interested in keeping the rocks he found than throwing them down a gully
or skipping them on the river.
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Chapter One: The Ground
No man but feels more of a man in the world if he have a bit of ground that he can call his own.
However small it is on the surface, it is four thousand miles deep; and that is a very handsome
property.
‐Charles Dudley Warner (American Essayist and novelist)

It is fitting that the area of North Central Georgia that would eventually come under the
influence of Oscar Robertson would get its name in commemoration of a contest that awarded a
vast, desirable tract of land to the victors. Tradition holds that the area in northeast Cherokee
County, Georgia, that would officially become the town of Ball Ground in 1882 held that name
for much longer, a reference to the story that the Cherokee Indians won a thousand square
miles of the highly desirable North Georgia landscape from the Creek Indians after a contest of
what the Cherokees called “anetsa.” An intense game that somewhat resembles lacrosse,
football, and rugby, the “Ball Play” was the physically demanding and often violent favorite
pastime of Indian tribes throughout America. Spectators of the games showed fierce loyalty to
their teams, often gambling horses, land, money and just about any other transferrable good or
service of value on the outcome of a game so fiercely contested that it often ended with broken
bones and even death for its participants.
Though the story of the famous contest that led to the name for Ball Ground belongs to
the oral tradition, its truth generally accepted because the Cherokee name for the region is
“Coosawattee,” which means “the old country of the Creeks,” the explanation for the Cherokee
inhabitation of the area is most likely not quite so dramatic. The actual site of the modern town
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is probably not the actual “Ball Ground,” as the games were most likely played on the flatlands
near the many streams in the area rather than the hilly town site. In addition, the Cherokee
victory in the Battle of Taliwa, fought with the Creeks in 1755, probably had as much or more to
do with the Cherokee’s presence in North Georgia. Nevertheless, the town of Ball Ground takes
its name from the people who lived there before the white man came to North Georgia.
Of course it was these same Cherokee, the generally peaceful, highly civilized tribe that
inhabited North Georgia in the early 1800s and had lived virtually side by side with white settlers
until the late 1820s. Up until then, Georgia had followed the treaty it had signed with the federal
government in 1802, ceding a great deal of land to the Cherokee, but in 1829, with the discovery
of gold near Dahlonega, white settlers promptly began to ignore the agreement that stated that
the area west of the Chattahoochee River and north of Carrolton belonged to the Cherokee.
Most other Southeastern Indian tribes had either migrated of their own accord or been
removed, but the Cherokee had continued to flourish in North Georgia as they had for centuries.
Indeed, with the characteristic lack of ceremony that seemed to be the way of many a
white settler in those times, the gold hungry Georgians flooded into the sixty‐nine hundred
square mile area, promptly surveyed and mapped the land, and named it Cherokee. Much of the
land that the settlers occupied still belonged to Cherokee families, but after 1829 the Georgia
government took measures to abolish Cherokee laws (and property rights) and made the
Cherokee land available to white settlers in a land lottery.
Most of the Cherokee people saw the inevitability of what was to come and left on their
own, but many remained, and those who persisted on the land were eventually forced
westward by the federal government in 1838 on the infamous Trail of Tears. A few Cherokees
did remain however, usually intermarrying among whites, and Oscar Robertson would always
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claim a partial Cherokee Indian heritage as one of his numerous and often shifting reasons for
his deep connection with the land that he so persistently held.
By 1831, the original Cherokee County had been created, covering an enormous area
that held what would eventually become twenty‐four modern counties: Dade, Walker, Catoosa,
Whitfield, Murray, Gilmer, Fannin, Union, Towns, Chatooga, Gordon, Pickens, Dawson, Lumpkin,
Floyd, Bartow, Cherokee, Forsyth, Polk, Paulding, Cobb, Haralson, Milton, Carroll, and Douglas.
Hastily created to allow Georgians to mine the depths of the earth (or at least scour the
stream beds) for precious metals, the original Cherokee County quickly proved to be too large
an area to effectively govern from the original county seat, the Ambrose Harnage House in what
would become Tate, a town about five miles north of present day Ball Ground. In 1832, the state
legislature divided Cherokee into ten smaller units, and as time went on the need for even
smaller units led to the current configuration of counties. With the divisions of 1832, the new
Cherokee County, one of the ten smaller divisions of the original, included what are now
modern Cherokee and Pickens counties (Pickens was formed from the northern part of
Cherokee in 1853 by another order of the legislature).
These two modern counties, it turns out, would become the center of Oscar
Robertson’s dual obsessions: large, economically advantageous tracts of land and treasures
pulled from the earth. Though he would eventually hold parcels of land all over the state, it was
these North Georgia hills that Oscar Robertson would most enjoy scouring for the same hunks of
quartz and rare minerals that would have been prized by his Cherokee ancestors for their
spiritual powers.
As for developing history of Cherokee County, the Cherokee Superior Court, the
county’s main administrative body at the time, found its home in the community of Etowah in
1833 before changing the name of the town first to Cherokee Courthouse and eventually
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settling on the name of Canton in 1834. The name Canton was chosen by a local entrepreneur
who, like James Edward Oglethorpe at the founding of the original Georgia colony, had visions of
a thriving silk industry and so named the town after the bustling port and silk trading center of
Canton, China (now known as Guangzhou).
After the decline of the gold rush (most of the “easy gold” had been found by the 1840s
and the rush was always centered a bit further north anyway), Canton, and the rest of the
county for that matter, remained largely agricultural, with cotton being the chief crop.
Nevertheless, Canton became a thriving town, and despite having the courthouse burned down
by Sherman’s raiders in 1864 (perhaps due to the fact that Georgia’s governor Joe E. Brown was
a favorite son of Canton), the town (40 miles north of Atlanta) and surrounding county grew
steadily through the 1800s.
The reconstruction years after the Civil War were difficult ones, but in 1874, the
Marietta and North Georgia railroad began construction on a line that would run northward
from Marietta through what would become the town of Woodstock in south Cherokee, reaching
Canton in 1879. From there, the line would continue northward to Ellijay in 1884 and eventually
reach Murphy, NC, in 1887. By 1890, the line was connected to a larger system of lines that ran
from Atlanta to Knoxville, placing Cherokee County for the first time along a major and viable
transportation artery.
Along the way, the railroad crossed through the area that had been known as Ball
Ground and kept the traditional name for the depot station. Local citizens, excited by the rise in
property values that would accompany a railroad stop, donated land to the railroad company
who in turn portioned the land into town lots and sold them back to the eventual townspeople
in April of 1882. Such magnanimous donation of prime land to an outside interest would have
gone against Oscar Robertson’s famous hard‐handed and insular sense of good business, but
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luckily for him, his forbears were glad to relinquish some of their land in exchange for eventual
growth of the fledgling town.
By fall of 1883, the legislature had granted a town charter, beginning the town’s official
existence, and people from the surrounding agricultural areas quickly moved into town,
including a number of residents from the Conn’s Creek area, a former gold mining community
just east of Ball Ground.
****************************************************************
Those who came from Conn’s Creek knew firsthand that gold was harder to find in
North Georgia than it once had been, but gold had never been the only treasure that lay
beneath the ground near where the Cherokee once lived, fought, and played. Though the
Indians knew of the marble as early as 800 A.D., when gold fever struck the settlers of the North
Georgia mountains and sent so many in search of riches beneath the ground, they found marble
in the foothills of what would become Pickens county, only a short distance north of Ball
Ground. This marble deposit, roughly five miles long and half a mile wide, often as deep as two
thousand feet and remarkably pure, was quarried as early as the 1830s, and the development of
the same railroad line that brought Ball Ground into existence allowed for the formation of the
Georgia Marble Company in 1884 in Tate, just across the line from Cherokee in Pickens County.
In fact, Ball Ground itself boasts its own marble deposit, though the exposures do not
share the exquisite quality of their neighbors to the north and were never plentiful enough or
easily accessible enough to quarry with any regularity. Oscar Robertson would nevertheless try
time and again to convince the world otherwise, to convince everyone that he had discovered a
mother lode of prime marble on one of his many parcels of land in the outlying areas of North
Cherokee County. These proclamations would always be followed by a pitch to allow those
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interested to purchase stock and get in on the ground floor of the millions of dollars that would
surely ensue.
Though Robertson’s marble supply would never materialize, the marble business did
become lucrative in Cherokee County, however, as the Georgia Marble Finishing Works was
established in Canton in 1892. The company took raw blocks of marble quarried and shipped
down the railroad from Pickens and cut, sawed, polished, and carved the marble into
monuments to be sold at retail around the U.S. Soon after, a number of small finishing outfits
sprung up in Canton and Ball Ground, providing the perfect complement to the quarry work
done in Pickens as shipping was easy and the marble could be quarried, processed, and sold all
within a fifteen mile radius.
The marble business flourished and grew, and monuments, gravestones, and other
marble products found their way from North Georgia all across the country, including
Washington D.C., where it is said that up to sixty percent of the buildings in Washington,
including the Lincoln Memorial and the National Air and Space Museum, contain marble from
Pickens County.
Some of the leading families in Cherokee County history (not including the Robertson
clan) were involved in the marble finishing business in Canton and Ball Ground around the turn
of the twentieth century, and with the marble business booming, the tiny town of Ball Ground
grew rapidly. The Roberts Marble Company had built a dam in 1916 that backed up a 65 acre
lake on Long Swamp Creek and was able to sell electricity to the town, making it one of the first
places in the county to bring electric lights to its citizens. Roberts Marble was the largest of
three sizable marble companies in operation by the late 1920s (along with the Consumers
Monument Company and the Ball Ground Monument Company). Numerous smaller shops
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combined with the quarries and finishing works in Canton and Tate to supply the town with
abundant employment and economic opportunity.
By the town’s economic peak in the late 1920s, Ball Ground had grown to become a
bustling community that was large enough to support four doctors, a dentist, a hotel, a locally
owned telephone company, a Coca Cola bottling company, a movie theater, a swimming pool,
several saloons, and two miniature golf courses (one indoor, one outdoor). The town was the
second largest in Cherokee County, second only to Canton. Its residents enjoyed a thriving
economy and the beautiful natural surroundings that had made the wooded area so desirable,
first for the Indians and later for those who were able to tap into the hidden treasures beneath
the ground, those able to dig and understand the beauty and value of what they found.
This was the town that would become the home of Oscar Robertson, born in 1924. A
born miner, collector, trader, and dealer, a kindred spirit to those who had trod the same
ground before him, Robertson would admire the Cherokee’s shrewd way of obtaining prime
land without payment, share the early settlers thirst for gold and wealth, and ultimately find his
calling as a collector and purveyor of the minerals, gems, and treasures that his native North
Georgia hills held hidden in her bosom.
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They say he saved up the money to open the shop during his time in the service, and I
know he exhibits a zealous work ethic, as I myself have often observed him washing cars,
patching tires, and moving furniture at night. But I cannot for the life of me begin to deduce how
he managed to obtain all of those minerals, gems and stones. His collection is truly spectacular,
they tell me, containing a wonderful sampling of some of the more common stones and minerals
along with some very exquisite and rare pieces. He has geodes, a beautiful hunk of smoky quartz,
plenty of staurolite, known commonly as fairy crosses, and various and sundry other pieces that
just don’t seem like they would be found in the collection of such a young man.
In fact, such a collection proves utterly astounding, as the new purveyor of the Robertson
Rock Shop seems to be a man of little formal education and no apparent breeding or manners
whatsoever. They tell me he is a local boy, born and bred here, and I would not doubt that fact
after hearing him speak and watching him spit tobacco juice. I never encountered him during my
time teaching science at Ball Ground school though I suppose that should be no surprise if he
was in the service for the last three years. He has, it is clear, retained his unrefined manner of
speech and action due to the halting of his education. He had probably already abandoned his
attempt at formal schooling by the time I got here, almost six years ago in the summer of ’42. It
matters not, though, as I will never darken the door of his shop again.
While I understand that many of Ball Ground’s esteemed citizens cut their educations
short to pursue other avenues quite early in life, it still surprises me greatly that this young man
did not develop at least a more developed sense of decency and decorum. I’ve found most of the
townspeople agreeable, though perhaps uneducated, but this young man shares none of the
friendly amiability that marks most residents of Ball Ground.
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Now before you accuse me of being an elitist or a sufferer of sour-grapes syndrome over
the superior quality of some rube’s collection, know this: I have reason to bemoan Robertson’s
lack of civility, as his uncouth and boorish ways embarrassed me greatly in front of my students
one day last fall.
It was a fine September day, and as my classroom was one of the four new rooms being
built for this school year, I had to take my students out of the room so some minor repairs could
be made to the new lighting system. Being such a glorious day, I decided against beginning the
new, difficult unit on inorganic compounds and decided to use our unforeseen displacement from
the classroom as a chance for an impromptu learning experience.
I had heard that an enterprising young man had opened a “Rock Shop” in town, and
though I’d not visited yet nor met the proprietor, I assumed that this might be a wonderful chance
for many of my students to see real specimens of some of the minerals and rocks that they had
studied in the geology unit that we’d recently finished. The students, in addition to being glad of
the chance to enjoy a bit of air, were excited to see the shop as well, and as we walked into town I
congratulated myself on my wonderful stroke of teaching strategy.
Though I wasn’t familiar with the store hours, I assumed that the shop would be open at
2:00 on a Tuesday. When my tidy line of students and I arrived at the storefront and saw who
must have been Mr. Robertson sitting on a folding chair beside the door, I nodded in a friendly
manner to the young man and took the lead in order to enter the store.
You can imagine my confusion when Robertson, still seated and squinting suspiciously at
my students, spit a disgusting stream of tobacco juice and told us, “The store ain’t open.” Not
believing what I’d heard and taking note of the open door before me, I turned and asked him if
I’d heard correctly.
“Yep,” he drawled. “It ain’t open, and I want to know just what you think you’re a doin’
marchin’ in here with this bunch a kids.”
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Still not realizing what kind of a cretin I was dealing with, I explained that I’d heard
about his shop and felt like it would be wonderfully educational if he would allow my students to
quietly browse his store for a half hour or so while I told them about the minerals and rocks that
they saw. It was a perfectly reasonable request, and I was sure he’d change his mind.
It turns out he did not.
“What good are a bunch of poor kids and a softie old school marm gonna do for my new
business? I’m here to make me some money. You got any money?” he growled.
Taken by surprise at his affront to my masculinity and incredulous over being called a
“school marm,” I stammered that I did not have any money and that he must have misunderstood
my intent. Surely he could allow a quick tour, and perhaps someone would see something that he
might want to purchase later. I looked back into his dark, nearly closed eyes and waited for any
change in his expression.
Instead he stared at me, surveying me with what I can only call ill-founded disdain. By
now becoming a bit agitated, I shed my previous courteousness and stared back, as formidably as
I could. A few of the boys in the back of my group snickered, and I must admit looking back that it
might have looked a bit humorous to see a Summa Cum Laude graduate of The University of
Georgia in some sort of standoff with a rawboned country boy who apparently fancied himself to
be some sort of gemological gatekeeper.
But at the moment I saw no humor in the situation. I whirled around and shot my best
teacher stare at the group of students. All snickering disappeared. When I turned back to face my
new adversary, however, I was surprised to see that he’d retreated into his shop. Thinking that he
would close the door, produce a “closed” sign, or find some other way to justify his odd
standoffishness, I was just about to turn and lead the students back up the hill to the school when
he reappeared carrying a hunk of what looked like a whitish colored mineral in his hands.
“Tell ya what,” he said, with a mischievous glint in his eyes, “I’ll let y’all in if yer
teacher here can tell me the name of this here mineral.”
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The students all swung their gazes from Robertson’s hand to my face, searching for a
sign as to whether or not I would accept the challenge. It was not the type of challenge that the
drunken Kappa Alphas back in my university days would make such a fuss about, the type that
would have led to a duel in the not so distant past. But this was a challenge nonetheless, and it
was just the sort of challenge that I relish, a challenge of intellect and knowledge.
“Of course I’ll identify this mineral,” I announced, confident that my knowledge of
geology would allow me to correctly identify the mineral and save my honor in front of my class.
I snatched the milky looking formation and immediately noticed the perfect basal cleavage and
monoclinic crystal system. It appeared to be a silicate, and I was sure if I could see the streak
then I would emerge triumphantly, able to produce the name and, for good measure, the chemical
composition. I was pretty sure that it was Muscovite, due to the aforementioned characteristics,
but as a streak test is a better indicator than color, I needed to be sure.
“Do you happen to have an unglazed tile for me to produce a streak with, kind sir?” I
asked in such a way as to suggest that he might not be savvy enough with minerals to know what I
was talking about, but to my surprise, he nodded quickly, fished in his front shirt pocket for a
moment, and produced a small strip of porcelain tile.
I could feel all eyes glued on my every move, so I took my time as I rubbed the mineral
across the tile, noting the colorless streak and confirming my suspicions. “This,” I proclaimed in
a loud voice with a wide, sweeping motion of my hand, “is a fine specimen of Muscovite, the
chemical composition being KAl2(Si3Al)O10(OH,F)2. Now will you let my class in so they can be
informed properly of just what it is they see in your little shop?”
I scanned the faces of my students, confident of seeing awestruck looks and utter
admiration, but as I looked from face to face, I noticed that their eyes were all fastened on
something of great interest behind me. Not yet realizing what was occurring, I swung around to
face Robertson, expecting that he might revert to physical reprisal as a way to make up for the
thorough intellectual depantsing that he’d just endured.
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Instead, as I faced him, I saw him slap his knee in the most exaggerated and dramatic
way I’ve ever seen and let out one of the the most guttural whoops of laughter that I’ve ever
encountered. “Yer wrong, professor,” he snorted through his laughter. “You’re dead wrong and
I can prove it.”
“Impossible,” I declared, “If this is not a piece of Muscovite, then what is it?”
“That there is Biotite. A white Biotite, to be exact, and I got a bunch more of ‘em for
sale.” He giggled with a disgusting self-satisfaction that brought me as near to wishing physical
misfortune on someone as I’d been since my final schoolyard brawl, some twenty years earlier.
Still confident in my classification, I rallied back, declaring “That is is impossible. Biotite
is dark brown or even black. Though I grant that the crystallization is similar, I’ve never seen a
white Biotite, and this, sir, is a hunk of Muscovite.”
I stamped my foot for emphasis, ready to end our little tete-a-tete for good. But when he
reached into his pocket and produced a small cup and a small bottle of sulfuric acid, I knew that I
had been had, so to speak. Giggling the whole time like a child, he deftly poured the acid into the
cup, chipped a piece of the mineral off using a tiny mineral hammer that seemed to appear out of
nowhere, and plopped the mineral into the acid.
Of course I knew that Muscovite was insoluble in acids, so I didn’t even need to hear the
slight bubbling sound as the piece of Biotite began to dissolve to know that I’d been bested. I was
sure that I would be able to get it right without the acid test, but the moment he produced his vial,
I knew he’d tricked me.
“You see,” he carefully intoned, all traces of laughter gone from his voice, “Biotite is
usually dark colored, but this here is the Rock Shop, and if it’s rare, it’s here. I got ten more a
these and I know where to get more. Now get on back up that hill and learn enough to teach these
young’uns the right way.”
He stared at me, unblinking, and then turned quickly on his heels and disappeared into
his shop. Facing my students, knowing that he was right, I just couldn’t face the prospect of
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owning up to such a failure on my part. “He switched the minerals somehow,” I muttered,
knowing that they would know the truth, but as we turned to go, I didn’t notice any reproving
looks from my class, only looks of confused awe as a few of them stole glances back toward the
shop. Unable to look them in the eye, I slowly led them back up the hill, still chastising myself for
my haughty foolishness.
Now I know he knows a great deal about rocks, but I still think he has a lack of decorum
that is no less than shameful. Now, almost nine months later, he beckons me toward his shop with
a devilish grin each time I walk through town. It’s embarrassing and crass, but I must admit, the
young man knows his mineralogy. I’ll never buy anything from his store, however, as I still
believe firmly that gentlemanliness is important, and this young Rock Man, as he likes to call
himself possesses none. And all of the rocks, gems, and minerals in the world will not change
that.

CHAPTER 4: GOING INTO BUSINESS
God sleeps in the minerals, awakens in plants, walks in animals, and thinks in man.
th

‐Arthur Young (18 century British writer on agricultural, economic, and social issues)

I think you’re strange because you don’t know the names of gems and minerals. That’s
strange.
‐Oscar Robertson, when asked if he was aware that people thought he was strange.
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They did say this guy was crazy. Not crazy in the way that I’d have to use my .38 or my
12-gauge, but nutty, weird. “How weird can it can it get?” I thought. I’ve been in this business a
long time.

I thought I’d seen it all. I really did. I mean you have to have a pretty good sense of
humor when you drive an armored car for a living. You have to find ways to keep your mind off of
the fact that just about everybody you pass thinks, at least for a minute, that it might be possible
to get rid of you and get to what you have in the back of the truck. Most people probably don’t
think about it for long, but I follow company procedure and wear a vest and a gun for those who
make it their life’s work to think about how to get whatever it is I’m not being paid nearly enough
to haul. They said he was crazy, but I’ve seen plenty and didn’t really think much about it.

This beats all I’ve ever seen though. It’s supposed to be my day off, my every other
Monday that lets me be able to see my kids when they come home from school, and I’m sitting
here missing my supper while I wait in this tiny little rat hole town while a bunch of IRS sons of
bitches roll quarters. Yep. Roll quarters, dimes, and nickels. I swear I’ll leave if they tell me
they’re moving to pennies.

Sure, I said, I’ll take an extra shift and get my time and a half. It’s a pretty ride up out of
Atlanta and they said it should be an easy cash pickup. Of course we brought the guns and the
vests; it is an armored pickup after all, but these IRS jerks assured me that the properties were
seized and the payee was ready to pay cash.
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I’m sure I should have asked how much we would be collecting, but people don’t
normally settle 2.9 million dollar debts with the Revenue boys in cash. Even when I found out it
was that much, I figured we’d just pick up a few boxes from some rich hillbilly and be back on
our way down 575. I could have gotten home to meet the kids at the bus with my little extra
money coming on my next check and been done with it.

But no, it couldn’t be that easy. Now I’m sitting here staring out of my window, bored to
death and staring into the eyes of some little carved wooden Buddha thing that’s surrounded by
hundreds of what look like bead necklaces and a bunch of other weird looking rocks. Of course I
can’t leave the cabin of this truck, especially with what turned out to be a 2.9 million dollar
pickup, but it looks like this store was closed down a long time ago anyway. This town is actually
kind of creepy that way: more than half of the little brick buildings on the main drag look like this
“shop” I’m wasting my life away in front of. Nobody coming or going. I know they said they froze
this guy’s assets, but I’ll be danged if it looks like these little places were ever open for business.

They told me these places all belonged to this guy. They call him the Rock Man, but I
know one thing, he didn’t make enough money to owe 2.9 mil to the IRS hocking these funky
looking beads and crystals. In fact, this whole town doesn’t look like there would be 2.9 million
dollars worth of anything at all.

They told me this guy was kind of crazy, most likely harmless, but I had no idea that
anyone would be kooky enough to try and pay off a multimillion dollar tax bill with change. I
mean hell, I throw my spare change in an old water cooler bottle and cash it in every now and
again so I can take the kids to Six Flags, but this is ridiculous.

\But I saw it with my own two eyes. The agents came boiling out of their Crown Vics like
they always do, trying to look tough and important like on TV, and they marched into that shop
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like they were really going to take care of some business. I assumed everything was going as
planned when they came out with briefcases and boxes that turned out to be stuffed with hundred
dollar bills, but when I figured they should be about done, they asked me if I wanted them to
bring me a barbeque sandwich because they’d have to load the rest after lunch.

“After lunch?” I asked, and they kind of laughed and said we hadn’t even got started on
what we were in for today so I’d better tell them something to bring me or go hungry. Wasn’t
much I could do, so I told them to bring me a sandwich and waited in the same place I’ve been
waiting for the five hours since then. They came back a little later with a dang good barbeque
sandwich, one of the few bright spots of the day, and they told me the place they got it had
sawdust on the floor.

“Great,” I thought to myself, “I come waste my day-off to come to some place where they
can’t even afford proper flooring and some crazy old sonofabitch is going to pay off Uncle Sam
with a bunch of spare change.”

They had already eaten their food, so I just sat in the truck eating my sandwich, and I
must admit I was laughing as they leaned their rifles on the front of the little rock shop and
headed up the hill to see if the Citizen’s Bank had anything to roll up that change with. It was
funny then. Wannabe big- timer feds waddling up the hill of some little redneck, one-horse town
to find nickel rolls: I had to laugh.

It’s not funny now. I’ve been sitting here all day. My rear end hurts and my wife is
probably wondering why I’m not home for dinner. They tell me the old Rock Man, the kook that’s
tying up the better part of the Atlanta IRS office’s man power with this stunt, sits in a red pickup
truck every day in this little town just watching everything that goes on. My hat’s off to him, I
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guess, because I’m about to go crazy with boredom and I’ve only been here for one day. He must
see something a hell of lot more interesting than what I’ve seen.

This better be done soon. I’m sure this is the kind of place where the sidewalks roll up at
6:00 and everybody goes home for a home-cooked meal. My barbeque sandwich is long gone and
my patience went a while before that.

I thought I’d seen it all, but I obviously haven’t. If I’d seen it all I would have known to
just sleep in on my day-off and let somebody else take the extra shift that would take them to Ball
Ground. Paying four years back taxes with nickels and dimes? Beats everything I’ve ever seen.
Hell, if I were smarter I would have gotten a better job a long time ago, but like I said, I guess my
sense of humor has usually seen me through. I’ve learned to laugh at the fact that my job usually
puts me in harm’s way, even to laugh when people try to rob me. Hell, I laughed my tail off when
that moron tried to shoot the windows open on my bulletproof truck. You have to find the humor
in things.

But this ain’t funny. Now I’m sure I’d laugh at this if I read it in the paper and didn’t
happen to be the unlucky bastard who had to sit here for hours while a bunch of federal agents
roll change, but as of now, I’m irritated, tired, and sorry I ever agreed to come collecting from
Oscar “The Rock Man” Robertson. This beats everything I’ve ever seen.
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Chapter 10: TAXES
A man who pays his bills on time is soon forgotten.
‐Oscar Wilde

The avoidance of taxes is the only intellectual pursuit that carries any reward.
‐John Maynard Keynes

People still talk about the time in 1994 when Robertson paid $2.9 million in unpaid income taxes
from 1987‐'91. Federal agents with rifles and bulletproof vests came to his rock shops in an
armored car to collect the money.
He paid most of his tab in hundred‐dollar bills.
The mayor, whose wife worked at a bank then, said The Rock Man gave the agents $80,000 in
dimes, quarters, nickels and pennies.
"They stayed there until 8 o'clock rolling coins," the mayor said.
‐Atlanta Journal‐Constitution 21 June 1999
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‐Notarized document filed by Robertson with the Cherokee County Superior
Court in 2000. (Currently on file at the Cherokee County Courthouse).
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Oscar Robertson hated the modern tax system. Already a man who maintained a
smoldering ire toward any person or group that tried to exert power over him in any way, he
naturally despised the IRS. An early and ardent supporter of the ideas that make up what would
now be called the Fair Tax movement, Robertson was always quick to tell anyone who would
listen about his plan that would restore what he thought to be the natural order of things, his
10% flat tax. Robertson’s ideal tax system consisted of a simple 10% tax on what he called
“payroll” that would be added to a 10% tax on gasoline and paid to the state. His plan was
reminiscent of the nation’s early days, where from 1791 to 1802 the United States federal
government was supported solely by internal taxes on items like distilled spirits, tobacco,
carriages, refined sugar, corporate bonds, and slaves. Robertson’s ideal tax system was a far cry
from the modern income tax system, which is not surprising given that his overall approach to
most things seemed to be a bit out step with modernity.
Though his own ideas about how taxes should operate were closer to the system in
place at the nation’s inception, Robertson might have actually preferred to operate under the
tax system in place during the founding of his native Cherokee County in 1831. During those
days, from 1817 until the Civil War, the federal government had done away with all internal
taxes and obtained all of its tax revenue through tariffs on imported goods. Robertson, never an
avid consumer of foreign goods (devoted instead to domestic companies like Chevrolet and
Checkers), could plausibly have gone without paying the federal government a cent had he been
around in Cherokee’s early days.
The early 1830’s, in fact, might have been the only time that Robertson would have
been able to tolerate the federal government in general. Andrew Jackson had ascended to the
Presidency in 1828, bringing both his famous “rabble” and a backcountry savvy to the White
House that Robertson would have certainly identified with. Waging war against the idea of a
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national Bank of the United States and often coming down on the sides of state’s rights
(especially when it benefitted Jackson politically), Old Hickory would have most likely won the
hard‐earned approval of the Rock Man.
It was Andrew Jackson’s refusal to enforce the Supreme Court’s ruling against the state
of Georgia’s plans to forcibly remove the Cherokee that lead to the Trail of Tears, further
deepening the connection between Robertson’s world and the administration of what might be
called a kindred spirit. Though neither seemed to hold any specific ill‐will toward the Cherokee
people themselves (Robertson claiming partial Cherokee heritage and Jackson claiming at one
time, albeit ironically, that it would be “unjust” to forcibly remove the tribe), both men
benefitted from the Cherokee removal. Robertson eventually would inhabit and make his
fortune in the hills that the Cherokee were forced to leave, and Jackson was able to continue the
expansion of the young nation so as to further his vision of the agricultural republic that Thomas
Jefferson had supported in his earliest arguments against a strong federal system.
Old Hickory and the Rock Man. The connections between these two men, both carrying
primitive nicknames that acknowledge their earthy, common beginnings, prove uncanny.
Andrew Jackson, a self‐made man from the country who rode a tide of fame won as a
war hero to the presidency, was known as a champion of the common man, a champion of
democracy, a champion of a government “by” the people. Known for his hot‐headedness, his
frontier origins, and the personal venom with which he attacked his political enemies, Jackson
nevertheless retained a personal gentlemanliness and courtly manner that did not quite match
the public’s expectations of him. Known as a protector of state’s rights and a sworn enemy of a
large federal system, he once stood strongly with the Union and passed the Force Bill of 1833 to
force South Carolina into accepting a protective tariff that the South Carolinians felt favored the
established, industrial, and aristocratic East (Jackson’s supposed enemies). Ambitious, hard‐
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headed, and at times ruthless, Jackson’s legacy is one of individualism and democracy, but his
positions and allegiances were never quite so easy to discern or define.
In short, Jackson was no stranger to reversing course or taking an unexpected position
in order to further his own agendas and personal gains. At once a roughneck and a gentleman, a
bully and a diplomat, a champion of the common man and a friend to the establishment,
Jackson’s legacy is one of maximizing his opportunities in order to best forward his own
agendas.
Oscar Robertson shared many of Jackson’s characteristics. A child of the rural South and
a man of limited education, the Rock Man harnessed his impressive common sense and natural
business savvy to become a stalwart ruler in his self‐chosen kingdom. Constantly aware of
personal rivalries and affronts from his enemies (some real, some no doubt imagined),
Robertson was quick to back out of land deal or refuse to sell to someone as a way of
antagonizing whomever was unlucky enough to raise his considerable ire. A vocal critic of
government on all levels, from the federal to city level, Robertson could quickly put aside his
anti‐governmental views in order to sell parcels of his land to various government entities if the
price was right or the situation suited him.
At times almost incoherent in his ramblings about rocks and minerals and often
downright ludicrous in regard to his stories of famous friends and rare findings on his lands,
Robertson was nevertheless known to most as being “crazy like a fox,” all too eager to have
people believe that he was insane so that he could more easily carry out his own agendas. At
once a lifelong loner and an incurable motor mouth, a curmudgeonly anti‐progress stalwart in
the town of Ball Ground and a busy, free‐wheeling land speculator all over the rest of North
Georgia, a madman and a self‐styled genius, Oscar “The Rock Man” Robertson shared a duplicity
of nature with our nation’s seventh president.
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Perhaps he might have fit in better in the world of Andrew Jackson, a world where a
man was allowed to fulfill his own dreams on his own terms. Perhaps the open frontier and less
labyrinthine political landscape would have better suited Robertson’s sense of largesse, allowing
him to hold forth about his ideas and have them become law without too much bureaucratic red
tape. Perhaps he falls into that unfortunate class of men that are, like Miniver Cheevy, “born
too late” and forced to live a life of feeling misplaced and out of touch. Perhaps.

Nevertheless, Oscar Robertson did not inhabit the Cherokee County of 1831, so when
the Internal Revenue Service came calling in 1994, he had to pay up. Despite his fervent belief in
a state‐specific flat tax and his numerous manifestoes, proclamations, and resolutions that were
to be mailed to the sheriff’s office in Canton, the IRS in Washington D.C. and the UN in Geneva,
the Rock Man had never succeeded in changing any tax laws. Though he did briefly serve on the
Ball Ground city council in late 1950s and early 60s and was an instrumental player in the push
to have staurolite adopted as the Georgia state mineral in 1976, Robertson had long been
content to talk, bluster, and hurl written diatribes at the tax system from his position as a
private citizen, never doing much at all to precipitate any real changes in the tax code.
Alas, despite his frequent contentions to the contrary, Oscar “The Rock Man” Robertson
did not carry enough political clout to do anything at all about taxes and the IRS’s nagging habit
of wanting to collect them. They came collecting in 1994, and in classic small town fashion, a
bumper crop of stories sprang up around how much was owed and just what the IRS took away
in the armored truck that day.
The armored truck, in fact, is one of the few agreed upon details of the day’s events.
Differing news accounts tell slightly different stories, but most agree that twenty of Robertson’s
buildings in downtown Ball Ground and sixteen parcels of land in Cherokee, Pickens, and Gordon
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counties were seized in early March 1994 to cover a nearly three million dollar tax debt owed to
the IRS from 1987 to 1991. Two weeks after the seizure, The Cherokee Tribune reported that
Robertson had settled his debt with the IRS and reclaimed access to his seized properties.
Townspeople had seen the Brinks truck and the armed agents, but the IRS would not
comment on how the debt was satisfied. Robertson claimed that he had been ordered to tell
inquirers only that he was once again the president of his “company,” allowing him to return to
his duty as the CEO and sole employee, which consisted mainly of sitting in his rock shops and
glowering at passersby. He added that he would not be able to discuss the matter over the
phone anyway, as his lines were tapped. In typical cryptic fashion, the Rock Man did not say who
was tapping his phones, only allowing that The Rock Man was officially back in the good graces
with the IRS.
The responsible reportage from the Tribune in the days after the event was forced to
remain somewhat tame, as verifiable information was hard to come by. Those who paid their
twenty‐five cents to read of Robertson’s exploits in the local county paper might have felt a bit
shortchanged, as the article mentioned nothing that even slightly resembled the stories on the
lips of the Ball Ground residents.
Unencumbered by any sort of journalistic code, those lucky enough to be in town that
day to witness the event (and of course those who had the luxury of speaking to someone who
was there or even just knowing someone who had claimed to be there) let their tongues wag
without a trace of the restraint showed by the Tribune.
The word was that he had paid cash for the whole amount. Some claimed he gave them
boxes full of hundred dollar bills. Some claimed that he paid the entire bill in singles (because
everybody knew he liked to go to nudie bars). Others claimed that he paid a mixture of
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hundreds and assorted smaller bills before paying the last ten to eighty thousand dollars (based
on the storyteller) in change.
Some said he had all the cash stashed in a vault in the basement of the old Citizens Bank
building that he’d purchased when the bank moved into its new building up the street. Some
said he had the cash stuffed in mason jars and hidden all over his properties. Some claimed that
he pointed the IRS agents in the direction of what looked like fifty‐five gallon drums full of
change and told them to count it. There were even rumors of guns and booby traps. Mayor Rick
Roberts, mayor in 1994 and sixteen years later in 2010, shakes his head and laughs about the
whole tax incident.
A lifelong Ball Ground resident, Alfred Roy Roberts III (known as Rick) spent his younger
years in the bustling and prosperous Ball Ground of the early 1960s. This Ball Ground, still
vibrant and second only to Canton in population and economic prosperity, was home to the
Roberts Marble Company, still the largest of several marble monument businesses in Ball
Ground at the time. It was Rick Roberts’ great grandfather, Alfred Webb Roberts who had
founded the marble business with several of his sons in 1898, and Rick’s father, Alfred Roy
Roberts Jr. (known as Roy Jr.), operated a general store and sold real estate from downtown Ball
Ground through the 60s before moving to Canton to open a real estate office as Ball Ground
began its slow decline.
Rick Roberts, current mayor of Ball Ground, explains that Ball Ground’s decision to not
install a sewer system in the late 60s (and again in the 70s) doomed the town to the stagnation
that he has spent most of his mayoral term trying to reverse. Woodstock, on the south end of
Cherokee County and on the same railroad line as Ball Ground, took the opposite route and
decided to install a sewer line in the late 1960s. Roberts points to this difference in the
respective cities’ history as proof of Ball Ground’s error.
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The difference in the trajectories of the two towns could not be more different.
Woodstock’s sewer system allowed for dizzying growth and progress, and Ball Ground’s decision
to pass on the sewer system, due to a desire to avoid an extra fee on the water bills of the
elderly residents of Ball Ground, doomed Ball Ground’s downtown area to relying on septic
systems, effectively crippling the town’s ability to grow. The decision to pass on a sewer system
also paved the way for Oscar Robertson to buy so much real estate in Ball Ground, eventually
compounding Ball Ground’s stagnation further. As of 2010, Woodstock’s population has grown
to over 20,000, making it one of the fastest growing cities in the nation, while Ball Ground’s
population remains under 1,000.
It was during these years of decline through the 60s and 70s that Oscar Robertson built
his Ball Ground empire, buying one building at a time when it seemed obvious to everyone else
that buying buildings in downtown Ball Ground was an exercise in futility. Rick Roberts points to
this fact with a grudging admiration for Robertson, explaining that despite his numerous
disagreements with the Rock Man, he always respected Oscar’s business sense and notes that
anyone could have bought those buildings if they wanted to. People have always been unfair to
Robertson when they claim that he bought up most of downtown with some sort of nefarious
motive. The fact is, says Rick Roberts, no one wanted those buildings, and it was Robertson’s
right to buy them and do what he pleased with them.
Returning to the subject of taxes ends Roberts’ brief concession to the Rock Man’s
business acumen, however, and when asked about the 1994 IRS tax seizure, Roberts tells a
simple story that he feels sums up Oscar and his relationship with taxes.
Roberts, a prominent banker who mixes a politician’s knack for diplomatic speech and
an impish sense of fun, tells the story of taking his young son, Alfred, to purchase a garnet from
Robertson during the mid 1990s, somewhere near the time of the IRS tax fiasco.
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Young Alfred, it seems, possessed that unique single‐mindedness of children and
geniuses that sent him headlong into whatever his latest interest might be. Once it was
butterflies, prompting the purchase of a net and several books. Another foray sent Rick and his
young son in search of maple trees to tap for syrup. This time it was gems, and seven year old
Alfred was sure that he would one day find the next Hope diamond. In the meantime, he read
everything he could get his hands on about gems and minerals, and when it came for him to add
to his modest collection of quartz and other odds and ends he’d found on his own, Rick knew
just where to take his burgeoning gemologist.
This, mind you, was sometime before the well was poisoned between Rick Roberts and
the Rock Man, so when Mayor Roberts brought his young son into the Rock Shop that day, the
Rock Man was ready to ply his wares to the son of mayor. With characteristic gusto and bluster,
Robertson winked as he held forth about how smart a boy must be to get interested in rocks,
that rocks and gems were indeed the realm of the real geniuses. This young man, he told Rick,
was no doubt a genius
Alfred perused the shop, finally settling on a deep red garnet, and the Rock Man
deepened his admiration for the young boy, declaring that of course a genius would pick out the
very best garnet that he had for sale. Well aware of the Rock Man’s slippery pricing tactics
(nothing ever had a price tag and Robertson was notorious for offering the same string of beads
to a beautiful woman for $5, a male rock collector for $50, and flat out refusing to sell anything
to anyone if the mood struck him), Rick reminded Oscar that Alfred would be paying with his
own money he’d saved from his allowance.
Robertson paused for a moment and declared that, though it pained him, he could part
with his best garnet, as long as it went to a genius, for ten dollars. As the boy reached his tiny
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hands into his billfold and produced two five dollar bills, Oscar quickly added that he would, of
course, have to charge an extra fifty cents for sales tax.
Rick Roberts shakes his head and chuckles as he tells this story, adding that he knows for
certain that Robertson never paid any sales tax to the city, county, or state. Of course Oscar
wasn’t one to let that fact stop him from collecting an extra half‐dollar from a seven year old.
The chuckling stops, though, as Rick Roberts leans forward and says, typical of a sitting
mayor who still dreams of revitalizing the downtown area that Robertson squatted in for so
long, that though he can’t confirm it, Robertson probably avoided more taxes than he ever paid.
Delivered with a political slipperiness that implies a certain element of deniability (no doubt
aimed at mending the schism between the Robertson family and the Ball Ground city
government), Roberts implies what most would flatly announce as fact: Oscar Robertson did not
pay his taxes until the threat of imprisonment loomed.
As for the 1994 payment in cash, Roberts saw the trucks and the agents from his office
at the Citizens Bank and even charged the IRS agents a small fee to have his tellers roll some of
the change. Not sure of the amount, he balks at the $80,000 figure quoted by some of the later
newspaper accounts but acknowledges that there was a very large number of coins taken from
Robertson’s shop that day. Furthermore, Roberts thinks that the payment in change was staged
by Robertson to enlarge his stature and bring attention to his shops, somehow serving as
testament to his self‐declared influence over the town.
Roberts thinks that Robertson had settled his debt far more conventionally than he
would have it appear, and he attributes the dramatic showmanship to the Rock Man’s flair for
the theatrical. Roberts remembers hearing, when he was a boy, that the Rock Man had
authentic moon rocks in his shop. The Rock Man’s pronouncement, of course, came about a
week after Neil Armstrong’s first steps on the moon. Ball Ground residents had grown used to
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such pronouncements from Robertson, as over the years he had claimed to be friends with
several U.S. presidents, to have thwarted Nazis tunneling under one of “his” mountains (as he
liked to call them) and eventually would accuse the City Council of Ball Ground of being “a
bunch of moffia (sic)” that was ready and willing to kill him at their first chance. Always keeping
his own counsel and never afraid to venture into the spectacular and unverifiable, it was hard to
read the Rock Man.
The truth is that no one really knows what went on that day in 1994. Rick Roberts insists
that Oscar Robertson staged the entire event in order to further his eccentric image and create
an aura of mystique and power around his already notorious position as the town’s miserly
curmudgeon.
Roberts insists that the Rock Man was not crazy, but rather that he loved to keep people
off balance and guessing so that he could more deftly maneuver his numerous land deals and
keep anyone from infringing on his business interests. Roberts does think that Robertson
suffered from what psychologists call “delusions of grandeur,” but he also is quick to add that as
an undergraduate at the University of Georgia he took an abnormal psychology class and was
amazed at how he could imagine a member of his hometown for nearly every disorder that he
learned about. To Roberts, the Rock Man, though a little bit nutty in a town full of nuts, was not
insane.
According to Mayor Roberts, Robertson’s machinations were nothing more than the
actions of a man desperate for the town’s attention. He probably paid the majority of the tax
debt with a large check or wire transfer, and the few boxes of cash and change were purely for
show, a kind of morality play to show the people who was the righteous one and who was really
in control.
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The IRS has surely long forgotten the incident and the government has long ago spent
the money they collected that day. The persistence of the stories, however, prove that
Robertson must have had a knack for showmanship, the touch of the snake oil salesman or the
patent medicine hocking huckster from an earlier time. He knew he’d get a few more curious
customers traveling from around the South in search of gems or maybe just a good story. But
either way, he’d gain a few more ears to listen to his stories and a way to bolster the self
created legend of the Rock Man. Maybe he’d fill his already deep pockets a bit fuller, too.
Robertson probably got a kick out frustrating and snarling the the schedules of a
number of IRS agents that day, and he probably remembered that day often as he sat behind
the wheel of his Chevy truck, surveying the comings and goings in what he liked call “his” town
and planning his next stunt.
The Rock Man could not get out of paying his taxes that day, but the bizarre events
surrounding this incident bring up questions about his real motive. Did he see himself as a
champion of the little guy, the crafty rural hero with the cleverness and guts to take on the
Feds? Was he really just selfish and greedy, doggedly pursuing any angle he could to save what
he viewed as his hard earned money? Was he in fact delusional, thinking that he really did not
owe the money and that his machinations were the justified actions of the one man who did not
have to fork over his portion to the government? Or did he just a kick out of keeping people
talking?
Maybe he sensed his standing as a town treasure, somehow aware that people from
Ball Ground had the odd habit of disparaging him, denouncing his strange ways and standoffish
attitude while at the same time beaming with a strange mixture of pride and kinship. He might
be a wacko, they’d say, but their body language would imply the unspoken message that his
weirdness was a very real part of the town, a part that was not to be denied or explained away.
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Maybe the Rock Man could feel all this without being to articulate his feelings, leading him to
take on the IRS out of some twisted sense of duty to his town and to his reputation as the
resident insane genius of Ball Ground. All the better if he could drum up some publicity, of
course.
No one will know for sure why he did whatever it was he did that day, but the fact
remains that the tax incident had less to do with actual money and more to do with something
else. What that something else was, however, will probably remain a mystery along with so
many of the actual events of that day. The time the Rock Man took on the Tax Man would
forever remain enveloped in myth and mystery, embellished time and again as a bit of cherished
small‐town folklore.
One can’t help but imagine the befuddlement of the IRS agents as they drove south on I‐
575 that evening on their trip back to Atlanta. Rick Roberts thinks they might have even
collected less money than they had planned to in order to cut short the change‐counting fiasco
and avoid any further dealings with such a strange and potentially unstable man. Either way,
they must have shaken their heads in wonder at the odd charlatan that seemed to descend from
the long tradition of self educated, self made quacks and hucksters that made their livings by
knowing how to play the crowd. This was America, after all, a place where one didn’t need a
fancy degree to get rich. Enough gumption and a keen nose for a buck could allow a man to
make himself into anything he wanted, the establishment be damned.
Robertson was too shrewd to be beaten. If he had to lose, he might as well turn the
whole thing into some publicity, adhering to the old, seemingly American maxim that any
publicity at all is good publicity. The IRS came collecting, but the Rock Man won the day. Long
used to biding his time, Robertson put his own knack for sitting and waiting to work for him. He
in essence turned the IRS’s attempt to collect from him into something like one his countless
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searches for treasure among the hills. He would make them locate what they wanted among a
seeming ocean of what they didn’t want. Just as he would pick through hundreds of pieces of
nondescript gravel searching for a garnet or a citrine, they would have to sift carefully through
his shop, separating their quarry from the dross. Searching for anything from nickels to hundred
dollar bills, the IRS agents would have to apply the same single‐minded tenacity that the Rock
Man applied to his collecting if they were to find their treasure. He must have known they
wouldn’t be able to outwait him. The IRS agents left that day like so many amateur gem
grubbers must have left one of the guided “treasure hunts” Robertson was always so eager to
sell. They would doubtless walk away with something, taking a tiny piece of rose quartz or
maybe, if they were lucky, a fairy cross. They would take something small with them for
posterity, but they would have paid a steep price for their trinket and leave the real treasure
intact, waiting to be uncovered by the Rock Man himself.
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